NASA has been exploring the Moon and Mars for years, collecting a giant archive of raw data in the process. To make this data more approachable and usable for scientists, NASA turned to Progress® Telerik® DevCraft™ to modernize its web application.

**CHALLENGE**

NASA has a massive archive of data collected from daily planetary missions but searching through the information was impossible—even for experienced scientists.

**SOLUTION**

1100+ controls
1100+ must-have controls for creating rich, responsive web apps

Out-of-the-box themes and limitless customization options help deliver a well-packaged frontend

Unparalleled technical support to help complete projects on time and overcome any challenge

**RESULTS**

Brought application user experience in line with modern expectations

Enabled NASA to be more efficient, doing the work of 3 developers with 1

Engaged a whole new audience of citizen scientists with a more approachable user experience

“to say that using DevCraft Ultimate slashed our development time is an understatement.”

TOM STEIN
Operations Manager and Senior IT, NASA

Create rich, immersive UI for your apps with Telerik DevCraft.

Learn More